provide a lookup service in peer-to-peer overlay networks. Many valuable applications have been recently built on top of several available DHTs. However, they function poorly when no direct IP connectivity is available to some nodes (e.g., located behind a NAT or firewall) or in the presence of overloaded or malicious nodes. In this paper, we propose a new method for DHT-based routing called cyclic routing. It generalizes existing single-hop look-ahead approach (also known as "Know thy neighbor's neighbor") and supports multipath routing. The method provides a systematic way for collecting stable and efficient overlay paths. Cyclic routing has the same theoretical dependability and efficiency upper bounds as basic DHT routing but it is more resilient when IP connectivity is limited or when the overlay suffers from overloaded nodes.
I. INTRODUCTION
A Distributed Hash Table ( DHT) provides a lookup of identifiers and routing to the node storing a corresponding value. Each node keeps contacts (node IDs and IP addresses in the local routing table) to some other nodes (neighbors), forming an overlay on the underlying network. For routing a packet, nodes sequentially forward it using communication primitives of the underlying network.
The IP-level reachability applies certain restrictions on DHT functioning. First, a pure DHT assumes a node may access an IP address of another node. In an untrusted environment, however, a node can prefer not to give its IP address to untrusted nodes to avoid direct attacks. Only trustworthy nodes may contact it directly via IP; communication with other nodes uses overlay node IDs.
Second, IP addresses are less stable than node IDs. For instance, when a node is mobile it can change its IP address frequently. Consequently, many routing table entries can become invalid, and high maintenance cost is required to provide routing tables up to date. In contrast, IP address changes should not necessarily lead to changes in P2P overlay paths.
Third, some nodes have no global IP addresses or a network can exhibit non-transitivity [1] . A node u cannot communicate directly with a node v, and an intermediate node w is needed, e.g., when u and v are separated by a NAT. * Dmitry Korzun is a visiting research scientist at HIIT.
For a DHT it means that a node cannot add neighbors freely. Consequently, some routing improvements based on enhancing node knowledge about the overlay become less attractive (e.g., proximity neighbor selection [2] or routing tables of variable size [3] ). Iterative routing becomes troublesome since a source node cannot always contact directly each node in a route. As a result, DHT routing suffers from IP-level reachability restrictions.
In this paper, we propose a new method for overlay routing on top of a DHT. We call the method cyclic routing (CR) since it uses cyclic paths (cycles). It generalizes existing ideas of single-hop look-ahead also known as "Know thy neighbor's neighbor" [4] and of redundant multipath routing [5] .
Each node maintains a collection of cycles additionally to its routing table. A cycle is a path that starts from the source node to its neighbor, then runs through the overlay and returns to the source. Only node IDs are stored to identify a cycle. Cycles present global knowledge about paths in the overlay. In routing, a node can alternatively use either cycles or the underlying DHT. If there is a cycle with a node close to the destination, the packet is sent along the cycle. Otherwise, the underlying DHT selects the next hop. For illustration, we use the Chord DHT [6] .
In fact, cyclic routing provides a systematic way for collecting stable and efficient overlay paths. It does not require knowledge of additional IP addresses nor conflict with routing improvements that enhance node knowledge about the overlay using IP addresses. In contrast, our method complements these proposals when they fail because of the IP-level reachability restrictions.
When IP-level reachability is restricted, CR is more resilient but preserves provable dependability and efficiency upper bounds of basic DHT routing. According to our simulations, CR also provides more resilient routing in the presence of malicious nodes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes P2P routing and discusses existing proposals that allow nodes to learn more about the global network. Section III introduces the cyclic routing method. We analyze its properties and discuss the key design principles. Section IV presents simulations results evaluating lookup success rate of basic and CR-Chord under churn. In Section V, we discuss additional capabilities provided by cyclic routing, including multi-path and secure routing. Section VI concludes the paper. In basic DHT routing, s forwards packets to u via the underlying IP network. A packet to a destination d goes sequentially through nodes whose IDs are progressively closer to d according to the distance metric. If v ∈ T s then s can forward a packet to v forming the one-hop path s → v. Consequently, a multi-hop P2P path s → + d is constructed. In the ideal case, DHT routing is dependable (a packet eventually reaches its destination) and efficient (a typical upper bound is O(log N ) hops). In real environments, however, P2P paths can be long, inefficient for the underlying IP network, faulty, and insecure. Recently, a few methods have been proposed to improve efficiency and security of DHT routing.
II. PROBLEM DOMAIN
Look-ahead. Many DHTs use greedy routing when nodes forward a packet to the neighbor closest to d. More efficient DHT routing techniques (e.g. [7] ) do exist. Nevertheless, in previous proposals a node has little idea on the remaining route. An alternate approach exploits knowledge of neighbor's neighbor (one level of look-ahead) [4] producing shorter paths compared to greedy routing [8] .
Flexible routing table maintenance. To reduce the route latency, s selects neighbors using knowledge of the underlying IP network. In particular, neighbors are chosen based on a proximity metric (proximity neighbor selection); selection of next hops depends not only on the ID distance but also on the geographical closeness (proximity route selection) [2] , [9] . Moreover, nodes can increase the number of routing table entries. In this case, s varies |T s | independently on other nodes. When there is enough local resources, s inserts a new neighbor. When a neighbor is likely to have failed or to be malicious, it is removed. Proximity information, random sampling, and behavioral statistics are actively used [3] , [10] , [11] .
Multipath routing. Having many neighbors, s forwards a packet via several alternate paths (using several neighbors), either in parallel or sequentially. This redundancy allows routing around failed or malicious nodes [5] , [11] , [12] .
These methods use additional knowledge about the network. Nevertheless, in the first method, only a small step is done to analyze the remaining route; the last two require IP addresses, facing the problems of IP reachability restrictions. 
. . , v l−1 may represent some but not all the nodes visited. It leads to the notation "→ + " instead of "→" in c.
Such cycles present possible routes in the overlay, generalizing the one-level look-ahead [4] , [8] . Given a cycle c, a node s may assume that a packet sent to v 1 would go through v 2 , . . . , v l−1 . That is, s looks ahead of its neighbors.
A cycle uses only node IDs, except v 1 whose IP address is already in the routing table. Therefore, even if a node u cannot use IP v , the node v can serve as an intermediate node being presented in a cycle stored at u. This is a key to deal with IP-level reachability restrictions.
Let a node u maintain (additionally to T u ) a collection of q cycles,
We call C u a network cyclic structure known to u. It represents additional knowledge about the network.
The idea of cyclic routing (CR) is to find the next hop analyzing the remaining route. The latter is constructed at a current node using the cyclic structure. When no appropriate cycle exists, the underlying DHT is used, see Algorithm 1. The node u maintains T u and 
A. Cycle Transitions
Let a source node s select a cycle c = s Fig. 1(a) , every intermediate node u uses the same cycle. The nodes, however, may be less coordinated. In Fig. 1 cycle again and so forth. One cycle is enough to route a packet, but there are transitions due to lack of coordination between nodes, absence of an appropriate cycle, or failures when a cycle does not reflect correctly the current network topology.
A node can fix a cycle when sending a packet. In this case, cycle node IDs are piggybacked to the data packet. The nexthop node tries to follow this cycle when possible.
B. Dependable Routing and Path Length Upper Bounds
In this section we consider two problems, (1) the CR dependability since cycle transitions make it questionable and (2) the CR path length compared with basic DHT routing.
We follow Castro et al. [13] in definition of the routing dependability. P2P routing is dependable if a packet sent from s to d is always delivered to d in a stable and correct network. In general, Algorithm 1 is not dependable. In Fig. 1(b) , if w selects a cycle to reach d via u, then looping happens.
A dependable variant of the CR method exploits the same idea as in many DHTs-progressive routing. Any node forwards a packet progressively closer to the destination according to a distance metric ρ.
The number of hops is at most ρ(s, d)/δ where δ = min
Proof: Inequation (1) states that v is closer to the destination, regardless of whether a cycle or the underlying DHT is used. Therefore, the distance to the destination decreases monotonically, and after a finite number of hops (not more ρ(s, d)/δ) the packet arrives to d.
Some DHTs provide more efficient paths of length O(log N ) using geometrical progressive routing when at every hop the distance is reduced by a constant k > 1. For instance it happens in greedy routing when a node selects the next hop as close as possible to the destination.
Theorem 2: Algorithm 1 is dependable if for some constant k > 1 any next-hop node v satisfies
There are O(log k N ) hops if n uv is proportional to ρ (u, v) . Proof: Inequality (2) is a particular instance of (1), thus the dependability is due to Theorem 1.
Let the route be According to Theorems 1 and 2, CR may follow the same rules of progressive routing as the underlying DHT. To satisfy these rules, only the next-hop nodes are used. It is enough to provide the same dependability and not to degrade the performance upper bounds. We discuss more efficient routing in Sect. III-D.
C. Constructing Cycles
Inequations (1) and (2) do not provide a direct way for constructing appropriate cycles. The dependence on d means that there should be a cycle at a node u for any destination d. In this section, we consider the problem of constructing a cycle appropriate for many destinations.
DHT Lookups: A consequence of bidirectional P2P communications. The method caches paths discovered in lookups.
Let a lookup packet follow the path s → + d collecting some visited node IDs (v 1 , . . . , v i−1 ). They are included into the acknowledgment that d sends to s. Similarly, some node IDs (v i , . . . , v l−1 ) are collected in the backward trip d → + s. According to the theorems above, the cycle
can be used later for dependable routing to any d such that
. . ) and l − 2 is the level of look-ahead (different for different nodes). NoN-greedy routing [4] , [8] is a particular case of (3) when l = 3 and u maintains all cycles u → v 1 → v 2 → + u (for all neighbor's neighbors). To construct a cycle in form (3) u asks its neighbor v. It replies with some neighbors w.
The look-ahead construction can be easily combined with DHT lookups; a lookup packet collects only the first n nodes of the route s → + d → + s. These methods have the following properties.
Using existing overlay paths: This property preserves the routing dependability (in terms of Theorems 1 and 2). Moreover, it provides a kind of synchronization among nodes, since the nodes of the route are likely to use the same path that has been already in use.
Incrementality: CR can start from an overlay without any knowledge of cycles. Either passive or proactive cycle construction is possible. The former piggybacks on existing lookup packets running in the overlay. The latter introduces extra packets for cycle construction.
No substitution of local routing tables: A direct IP contact is more efficient than a multi-hop path. If v provides its IP to u, then u puts (v, IP v ) into T u . However, when node IPs are not accessible the routing table cannot be updated, and the cyclic structure is a way to keep the additional information.
Overhead control: Cycle nodes are collected in lookup packets; it causes some overhead in terms of packet size. As we discuss in Sect. III-E, CR needs only short cycles bounded with O(log N ) hops. Moreover, it is not required to keep all intermediate nodes; some of them may be skipped. For instance, in the look-ahead method only the first l − 1 nodes are collected and a node can vary l.
D. Finding the Most Efficient Cycle
According to Theorems 1 and 2, the selection of an appropriate cycle depends only on the distance between the current node, next-hop node and destination. Algorithm 1, however, supports more efficient routing. It relates to the definition of "d is close to d" and depends on routing criteria, e.g., within few hops, with low latency or with high success probability.
The simplest case is exact matching d = d when an efficient cycle contains the destination. Another way defines a neighborhood with H > 0; in an efficient cycle, d is a nearby node, i.e.,
Let u find such a cycle that
The same is in NoN-greedy routing [4] for l = 3 in (3), improving the efficiency from O(log N ) to O(log N/ log log N ) hops in skip-graphs and small-world graphs. Then u has to decide either using c or the underlying DHT. Basically, c is preferable when ρ (d , d) ρ (v, d) . Some other parameters can also be important.
Assume that the underlying DHT provides geometrically progressive routing. If u forwards to v, the number of hops is estimated as L DHT = log k n ud + 1 (similarly to the proof of Theorem 2). If u uses c then routing takes either
Some DHTs estimate the round trip time, RTT(u, v) and RTT(u, v 1 ). Taking the latency into account, c is preferable
It is similar to the proximity route selection [9] . 
E. Maintaining Cycles
Each node u maintains the cyclic structure C u as a cache, inserting new cycles and removing invalid cycles.
New cycles: Constructing methods are described in Sect. III-C. According to Sect. III-D a node inserts only efficient cycles. The same efficiency criteria can be applied except that there is no destination d fixed. An efficient cycle is short (O(log N ) hops) and its first node is IP-close (RTT(u, v 1 ) is small, as in the proximity neighbor selection [9] ). Path-specific metrics can also be used, e.g., the round trip time along the cycle.
Memory cost: Given the typical bound |T u | = O(log N ). Preferably, each neighbor should be first in several cycles since finding a good cycle needs a comprehensive set of candidates. We assume that the number of such cycles is O(log N ) because of the same reason as in geometrically progressive routing. An efficient cycle is short and consists of O(log N ) nodes. As a result, a reasonable bound for IDs a node maintains is O(log 3 N ). Note, however, that a node may vary the cyclic structure size according to available resources and independently on other nodes. CR works even if there are nodes that do not maintain any cyclic structure.
Cycle rank: A node ranks cycles according to the routing history. Low-ranked cycles are removed or replaced. It takes into account the cycle usage rate, cycle success probability, cycle round trip time, and cycle stability. Note that these metrics can be estimated passively using regular lookups.
Invalid cycles: In a DHT, nodes ping neighbors for availability and stability. Similarly, cycle checking uses lookups, either passively or proactively. As was shown above, a node maintains O(log 2 N ) cycles compared to O(log N ) neighbors. Nevertheless, when a node checks a cycle then the neighbor is tested too. While pinging a node does not provide a new neighbor, checking a cycle can produce a new one.
In dynamic environments, a cycle is less stable than a node. Let p be the probability that a node is alive. A cycle of n > 1 nodes is alive with the lower probability p n . However, cyclic structures gradually accumulate stable cycles since most of the nodes in real P2P systems are long-lived [14] .
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
CR-Chord was implemented as an extension of the MIT Chord simulator and simulation experiments were performed to compare Chord vs. CR-Chord in the presence of malicious DHT nodes and under churn. The results showed that CRChord has better lookup availability. In this section, we use a part of the data produced with the Chord and CR-Chord simulation in [15] . Compared to it, we provide further analysis of the basic CR properties. Note that [15] does not take into account the IP-level reachability restrictions; and produces more pessimistic estimates for the CR method.
A. Chord and CR-Chord implementations
Both Chord and CR-Chord use flexible routing table maintenance when a node keeps n mandatory fingers and also n af additional fingers to know more about the network.
CR-Chord implements cyclic routing when an appropriate cycle (if any) is piggybacked into the packet. Only short cycles are stored for reuse; the number of hops is at most 2 log 2 N , where a node approximates log 2 N as min(f, n), f is the number of fingers and n is the number of ID bits.
CR-Chord supports a kind of multipath routing when m d duplicate packets are sent using fingers closest to the destination. This mechanism is used for constructing cycles (see the DHT lookups method in Sect. III-C).
B. Simulation setup
Chord DHT of size N = 1000 nodes is simulated. The Chord ID space is of n = 24 (2 24 node IDs). Other parameters are n af = 12 and m d = 3. Each simulation experiment is executed 10 times for averaging.
We assume that malicious nodes ignore all data lookups for which they are responsible. That is, data at such nodes are lost. They process correctly all other requests trying to hide the malicious activity.
Network construction consists of three steps. First, a Chord DHT of G good nodes is constructed; nodes are joining randomly. Second, D = 100N = 10 5 documents are distributed uniformly. Third, M = f N malicious nodes join the network at the same time, where G + M = N and f is the fraction of malicious nodes (varied from 5% up to 50%).
There are 100 documents per a node on the average but about 100M documents are lost. Good nodes initiate randomly L = 0.01N 2 = 10 4 requests in total with rate 1.0 s −1 (requests per second). The standard Chord stabilization procedure is executed every 30 s.
Churn consists of node joins and leaves. To preserve the ratio of good and malicious nodes, any node join is accompanied with a node leave and vice versa; those happen with rates R = 0, 0.02, 0. 
C. CR-Chord vs. Chord
Let S chord (f, R) and F chord (f, R) = L − S chord (f, R) be counters of successful and failed lookups for Chord. Similarly, S cr (f, R) and F cr (f, R) = L − S cr (f, R) are for CR-Chord. Table I presents the estimates of S and F when varying the fraction of malicious nodes. The relative lookup success improvement and relative lookup failure reduction,
are also given. In these relative estimates, Chord is a base. Two cases-with churn (R = 0.2) and without churn (R = 0)-are considered. The effect of churn is estimated with the relative variation
where R = 0 is a basement. Both in Chord and CR-Chord, the lookup success (failure) rate decreases (increases) with more malicious nodes and churn. CR-Chord always has better values for these rates. Interestingly that CR-Chord under churn (R = 0.2) outperforms Chord in stable networks (R = 0). Fig. 2 is from [15] and graphically shows the estimates of lookup failure rate. When the fraction of malicious nodes is small (5-10%) the CR-Chord lookup failure rate is almost twice lower. When the fraction of malicious nodes is large (40-50%) the CR-Chord lookup success rate is about twice higher.
Churn affects the CR-Chord lookup availability less. In particular, Δ c (S chord ) > Δ c (S cr ) for all fractions of malicious nodes, and Δ c (S chord )/Δ c (S cr ) ≈ 2 on the average. In terms of the lookup failure rate, Δ c (F chord ) becomes slightly lower than Δ c (F cr ) only for large f . On average,
In fact, CR accelerates the routing mechanism of underlying DHT. The effect is achieved with a small set of cycles per node (Fig. 3) . The length of cycles is short (Fig. 4) .
The CR efficiency is reduced for large f and R. The reason is that underlying DHT lookups do not allow constructing good cycles (although good paths do exist). As a result, there is a lack of cycles constructed at a node (see Fig. 3 ), they are too short and hence less global (see Fig. 4 ), and the difference between Chord and CR-Chord becomes small.
As was shown in [15] , known methods like flexible routing 
V. DISCUSSION ON ADVANCED CAPABILITIES
The basic CR design is an additional routing mechanism to deal primarily with the IP-level reachability restrictions. It can be combined with known methods such as flexible routing table maintenance and multipath routing. The simulation showed that this combination also works efficiently in networks with malicious nodes and churn. This section briefly discusses some advanced capabilities that CR can provide.
A. Global and Local Routing
In many DHTs, routing to a destination neighborhood is an important point. Let us mention two reasons.
First, DHT routing is usually key-based, not nodeID-based, performing routing to a node responsible for a given key. Since a node is responsible for all keys close to its ID, let a message arrive to a node close to the key. Moreover, DHT replication techniques distribute data among nearby nodes.
Second, a node typically knows its neighborhood well since many nearby nodes are in the routing table. As an example, the Chord DHT keeps several successors and predecessors. Consequently, one hop is needed when a message is at a nearby node.
Therefore, we distinguish two parts of P2P routing, global and local. In global routing, a message is delivered close to the destination. In local routing, the destination is at a nearby node. By design, CR aims at global routing (Fig. 5) . When an appropriate cycle is found, then global routing happens, crossing a large part of the overlay and arriving to a nearby node d .
Cyclic routing can also act as local when gaps appear in routing tables because of IP-level reachability restrictions, e.g.,
Neighborhood
Local routing a nearby node is located behind a NAT. Moreover, cycles provide some information to prioritize routing. For instance, a neighbor is good if cycle success rate is high for those cycles that this neighbor starts.
B. Cyclic vs. acyclic paths
In principle, a node may maintain paths to a set of destinations instead of cycles, as in link-state routing protocols [16] or MPLS networks [17] . In link-state routing, a node keeps a graph of the whole network. Global graph analysis calculates entries (d, IP v ), where v is the-next hop node of the best path to d. In MPLS networks, communication between s and d is preceded with construction of a path s → + d, where all nodes know to which node to forward a message. These approaches are essentially global and do not scale well.
On the other hand, basic DHT routing uses a local view of the network when a node knows a limited set of neighbors. This approach scales well but in some cases more knowledge about the network is needed.
The CR design allows a trade-off between the local and global cases. When a node does not use cyclic structure, only the local view is presented. With cyclic structure a node knows more, up to the extreme case when all cycles are known.
A cycle s → + d → + s contains more information than a non-cyclic path since both forward and backward paths are presented. First, it introduces explicit support for bidirectional communication. Second, there is no fixed destination in a cycle compared with a source-destination path, and the same cycle can be used for routing to many destinations.
C. Multi-path routing
Multi-path routing is a way to deal with problems such as path congestion, node failures, high path latency, and the presence of malicious nodes [5] , [12] , [18] .
In DHTs, when s experiences a problem with the best nexthop, another one is used. This mechanism is enhanced in CR. In fact, CR provides a way to route messages around overloaded, failed or malicious nodes.
First, a node can duplicate a message using both the most efficient cycle and DHT next-hop node (see Sect. III-D). Basically, only a source node makes this duplication (for example, in CR-Chord [15] ). However, other strategies are possible.
Second, there can be several appropriate cycles in C s for a given destination d. They provide a precomputed pool of alternate paths s → + d. That is, s sends duplicates through several cycles like in the neighbor-set anycast [12] or the constrained multicast [5] ). Moreover, s can sort alternate cycles according to their efficiency, as in the sorted backup paths technique [5] .
The CR method also supports disjoint paths [18] . A node s treats alternate cycles to d as semi-disjoint if their subpaths s → + d do not share common intermediate nodes.
The prefix "semi" appears since s does not necessarily know all nodes of these cycles. To date, although disjoint paths are very valuable for multi-path and secure routing, most of P2P systems do not support them.
In multicast communication, a node s sends a message to a set D of destinations. In the CR method, s forms a pool M s (D) ⊆ C s of appropriate cycles that covers all destinations. The message is sent using these cycles. Although in the worst case the size of M s (D) can be equal to |D|, several destinations can be reached with one cycle. Hence, the duplication is reduced.
D. Security
The CR efficiency for networks with malicious nodes is shown in Sect. IV and in our simulations [15] .
Recall that the CR method reduces the use of IP addresses. Even if a node restricts access to its IP address, other nodes still can gain knowing that the node appears as an intermediary in some lookups. Consequently, a DHT equipped with CR is less exposed to IP-level attacks, such as Denial-of-Service (DoS).
The CR-method supports bidirectional communications. The security level is higher when both directions are independent, and traffic goes through disjoint paths. Similarly to semidisjoint cycles, a source node selects a cycle with independent forward and backward directions.
In CR method, a node has more possibilities to detect incorrect or suspicious routes. For instance, let a node u appear at s in a large fraction of cycles. This fact signals that u becomes dangerous for s. At least, u is a bottleneck; in a worse case, u can disrupt communications of s with other nodes. Therefore, the cyclic structure helps s to detect such a risky situation in advance.
Assume a node s detects that a node u is malicious. In a basic DHT, s can only remove u from its routing table. In the CR method, s also removes all cycles containing u as well as s can decrease the priority of those neighbors that routed messages to u (they are first-hop nodes in the cycles with u).
VI. CONCLUSION
Recent progress in DHT routing made possible many practical P2P-based applications in the Internet. However, they work poorly when no direct IP connectivity is available to some nodes (e.g., located behind a NAT or firewall) and in the presence of malicious or overloaded nodes. This paper introduced the design of Cyclic Routing (CR), a method that improves routing over basic DHT algorithms.
Experimental analysis is provided using data from simulations [15] for the Chord DHT enhanced with CR.
In simulations, malicious nodes dropped lookup packets but there were no restrictions on IP addressing. The results suggest that CR improves the Chord lookup availability. For instance, when the number of malicious nodes is small (5-10%) CRChord has almost twice lower lookup failure rate. When the number of malicious nodes is large (40-50%) CR-Chord has about twice higher lookup success rate.
The CR method does not substitute known methods of flexible routing table maintenance and multipath routing but complements them when the IP-level reachability fails. The CR method allows a node to have a broader view on the global network. Since CR only uses node IDs, it is applicable even when a routing table entry insertion is not possible, e.g., when the node's IP address is not globally routable or frequently changes.
Cyclic routing generalizes the idea of look-ahead approach to DHT routing, maintaining a trade-off between the lookahead level and available resources. Therefore, CR takes a place between two extreme cases: 1) DHT routing using only neighbors (local) and 2) shortest-path routing (global).
Using additional knowledge of the global network, cycles enable multiple-path packet delivery and routing around malicious or overloaded nodes. Instead of selecting a path based on neighbors only, CR exploits paths already discovered in the overlay. From this point of view, cyclic structures at nodes accumulate stable efficient paths in the overlay improving its routing.
